Thought leadership article

Corporate actions: How can financial institutions
adopt the industry’s best practices as standard ?
Task-driven automation and active alerting enable effective governance of corporate actions processing.

Delivering control and visibility across the entire corporate action event lifecycle
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step in their evolution and accommodating
market practices in a systematic way across
the complete event lifecycle including:
standardising event definitions from
announcement to entitlement, managing
the communication across market
participants, and diminishing proprietary
discrepancies upon processes.
Automating corporate action processing
against industry standards and market
practices can take away the manual
overheads so that operators can apportion
effort through an event diary towards high
risk events, decision-making activities, and
management of exceptions. The success
of each firm’s corporate actions initiatives
will be dictated by keeping abreast of these
standards by both sharing in a positive
network effect through their application,
and reaping the efficiency gains of selecting
compliant solutions to handle their process.
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communications. For market participants
the key decision in determining the best
model for technology provision has become
applying industry standards to gain
efficiency without risk.

Deployment models

On-Premise

TLM Corporate Actions enterprise grade software is made available
to be managed within a firm’s IT environment. All upgrades and the
Annual SWIFT release are included in maintenance terms as standard.
Enterprise, Premium, and Standard support packages are available to
meet your needs.

OnDemand

This delivery model offers TLM Corporate Actions hosted in a
Dedicated Private Cloud environment governed by SOC3 Certification
and 99.5% uptime guaranteed. The solution is configured to each
client’s specific processing and workflow requirements upon delivery.
SmartStream’s OnDemand team will support the technical day-to-day
running of the system, application upgrades, and SWIFT updates to
achieve a ‘zero’ technical footprint for the client.
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